
Sponsoring Organization Name Name of Honor, Activity, or Special Interest Area 

Booth:

Description of Honor, Activity, or Special Interest Area Booth

Allegheny East Conference Pathfinder 

Ministry

 African American Adventist Heritage How well do you know your African American Adventist Heritage?  Looking for exciting methods to teach and learn? Now is 

the time as we bring the classroom to life displaying various influential African American Adventist pioneers and 

establishments.

NAD Histornian Ministries Origami AY Honor

Oregon Confrence Teen Events team "Cave /tunnels trailer " 4 tunnels of various difficulties for kids to navigate through. 

Playground Ministries 3-n-3 Basketball Don't want to go off site to shoot a few hoops.  Grag a couple of friends and join the onsite 3-n-3 basketball tournament.

Pathfinder Ministries Department 9 square in the Air Similar to 4 square, but played above your head in a 9 square framed grid. You work your way around, trying to get in the 

middle and staying there as long as you can.

Pathfinder Ministries 9 Square in the Air 1 Similar to 4 square only with a grid/frame that lets you play in the air (above your head instead of off the ground). Middle 

square serves, and you rotate to the middle as people are "out". It is an easy game to learn and very addictive. We had 

lines the entire time at Forever Faithful.

Pathfinder Ministries Department 9 Square in the Air 2 Similar to 4 square, but played with a 9 squared grid (frame) over your head. People rotate around the grid, trying to get 

into the middle square and stay there as long as possible.

Florida Conference of SDA Abraham and Sand Art A study on Abrahams life and the sacrifice God asked him to give. Including a Sand Art craft.

New Conference Abundant Living An introduction to healthy living. 

Special Needs Adaptive Sports Honor Pathfinder clubs will be able to do the Adaptive Sports honor here. You can't get this honor here by yourself. It needs to be 

done as a club or at least with a partner. You will go through the Adaptive Sports honor and participate in one of a couple 

adaptive sports we are planning on having there. 

North American Division Adventist 

Community Services

Adventist Community Services Disaster Cleanup 

Buckets

This activity is part of the Serving Communities Honor.  Participants must assemble a Disaster Cleanup Bucket in order to 

complete requirements of the Serving Communities Honor.

Adventist Heritage Ministries Adventist Pioneer Heritage We will be working with the Southern New England Conference who has already reserved a space for us in the Honors 

hanger.  Along with displaying information about the Adventist Heritage sites managed by Adventist Heritage Ministries we 

are proposing teaching the Adventist Pioneer Honor.  Since this honor is too comprehensive to complete at camporee we 

will get the pathfinders started on the honor and give them a booklet work sheet that can be completed in their club or at 

home.  We expect to be able to help them through roughly 1/2 the honor requirements at camporee.  We are first-timers 

teaching an honor at camporee, although we have attended two previous International Camporees.  We will need coaching 

on how to complete the registration process to teach the honor.  Where should we start and what other forms, etc. will 

need to be completed.  We will plan on having numbers visuals and handouts for participants.

Adventist Robotics Adventist Robotics An introduction to FIRST LEGO League (Grades 4-8) and FIRST Tech Challenge (Grade 7-12). Explore, program and drive 

robots to accomplish missions and tasks! Learn the basics Mindstorms, RobotC or Java programming.

Adventist Living History Association Adventist/American History Timeline - Living 

History Activity

Step back in time as history comes alive! Fall in and test your drilling skills to the 19th Century. Soldiers demonstrate their 

muskets and portray each time period from Colonial into the present. Compare and learn what was happening in both 

Adventist and American history. Play period games! 

Areas include Adventist Heritage, Flintlocks, Percussion era, & 20th Century.

Military camp closes for Sabbath and enjoy early Adventist heritage come alive for these special hours! Designed for 1/2 

hour visits, but you may wish to stay longer or come back!

MN Afirican History will walk the pathfinders on the way African people did the cultural lives and how the use to get the information what 

instruments the used to pass the information, and way of interacting with each other etc

Paradise Prayer Warriors Pathfinder 

Club

African Lore Honor African Lore Honor 

Adventist Amateur Radio Association 

International

Amateur Radio We will feature a live amateur radio demonstration, plus an introductory class for the Amateur Radio AY honor, consisting 

of a short film, questions and answers, and handouts. Pathfinder leaders will be instructed on how to present this honor in 

their local areas.
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Potomac Conference - Pathfinders Animal Camouflage Honor Complete the requirements for the Animal Camouflage honor.

Lake Union Conference Anointing Prayer Tents These 2 prayer tents will offer anointing prayer each half hour for Pathfinder Clubs. We will also pray with our youth, and 

provide transportation for medical emergencies to First Aid.

Andrews University Archeology

SouthCentral conference Artificial Intelligence (1)What is Artificial intelligence.

(2)How Artificial intelligence is used in the real world.

(3)Some the Limitation of the Artificial intelligence.

(4)Several biblical passages that talk human intelligence.

Adventist World Aviation and Andrews 

University Aviation Department 

Aviators Honor Adventist World Aviation is partnering with Andrews University Aviation Department to offer the Aviation Honor, which is 

a skill level 2 honor that was introduced in 2015.  It provides the honor participants in an opportunity to explore the world 

of aviation.  The youth will learn to identify 5 categories of aircraft and the different classifications within each category. 

They will learn about the principals of flight and how an aircraft is controled. Static display planes will be on-site to provide 

hands on learning to identify the exterior and interior parts of an airplane.  Participants will be able to interview pilots and 

learn how they can share Jesus within their workplace.  Pathfinders who complete all the requirements will be provided 

with an intro flight in an airplane (Young Eagle flight - weather permitting)

Airplane Modeling Honor is a prerequisite for the Aviation Honor so Pathfinders who would like to pursue the Aviation 

Honor should complete the Airplane modeling honor prior to coming to Camporee.

In addition to the Aviation Honors activities, there will also be an airplane rib building activity that Pathfinders can 

participate in.

Aviation Honor activities - Learning stations will be set up both inside and outside.

	1.  Aircraft Category and Classification Identification (inside) workstation - set up learning station with an identification 

quiz to show Pathfinders can identify the aircraft categories and classifications.

	2.  Aircraft and Aviation principles station -  interactive discussion (inside) set up with scheduled discussion sessions with 

an aviation facilitator.

	3.  Identify exterior plane parts (outside on static display plane) 

	4,  Identify interior plane parts (outside on static display plane)

	5.  Aviation historical figures learning station (Inside) - Set up learning stations with work book assignment to complete 

for their selected aviation historical figures.

	6.  Optional Activity (pick one)  Young Eagle flight - if all other requirements met / and fights available/weather permitting 

or Flight simulator (can Andrews University supply? - inside space needed)

	7.  Optional Activity (pick one). Interview Mission Pilot or Commercial Pilot - AWA will have several mission pilots 

attending that the Pathfinders can interview. (a schedule will be available for Pathfinders to reserve a time to conduct their 

interview)

In addition to all the required honor steps we will be offering participants an opportunity to build an airplane rib.Oklahoma Conference Balloon Art This activity is a creative art of using colorful balloon material to create an intricate flower.   The pathfinder will use balloon 

material  and wire to make multi petal flowers.

Nevada-Utah conference Balloon Sculpting This is a NUC Honor for the art of Balloon sculpting. This is the art of making thing out of balloons. Like dags and bears. And 

great balloon artists can make hug arches and flowers out of balloons.   

West Palm Beach Church Baseball Honor Simple teaching the Baseball honor to each Pathfinder in the camporee

Union College Basic Rescue/Activity Course Can you pull someone from a smoke-filled building or an icy lake? Join the Rescue Experience to earn the Basic Rescue 

honor and practice rescuing victims from all sorts of simulated emergencies—including wilderness crashes, building fires 

and more. This course will be taught by Union College International Rescue and Relief and will be open in the afternoon as 

a team-based activity.

Immanuel Spanish SDA Church Basketball Teaching the honor of Basketball. In addition to organizing a tournament among clubs registered.

Wisconsin Conference Bat Bats are animals that are often misunderstood.  This honor describes the special and unique ways that bats are beneficial 

and why they should be cherished.   This will teach everything needed to earn the Bat Honor. Student will need to install 

and monitor a bat house at home to complete requirements.
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Eric Stillwell Sarasota SDA church Beginning shell honor We decorated the booth, had a beach scene, shell displays , fishing boxes with beautiful shells displayed beach towels on 

the floor a sandbox with Florida sand. Children played in the sand. You set up 2 tables they were completely filled each 

time. The pathfinder set on did their honors while sitting on the beach towels. Many people helped me gather shells and 

each pathfinder took home the 20 shells he needed to complete the shell honor. I have a bottled shark and it is a fun honor 

to teach.everyone enjoyed it. Different clubs came and took videos talking in different languages.

My Place With Jesus - An It Is Written 

Ministry

Bible Marking Come and learn how to mark your Bible in a way that enhances your personal study or prepares you to better share Bible 

truths with a friend. 

Bible Marking This Honor is related to the Investiture Achievement requirements for Rangers and Voyagers Spiritual Discovery which 

require Bible Marking on the topic of inspiration of the Bible. The Honor involves different methods of marking your bible 

for the purpose of bible study. It also involves the guidelines to be followed and actual practice in marking one's bible with 

a bible study. Advantages and disadvantages of the types of marking will be taught.

Atlantic Union Bible Marking The Atlantic Union booth is looking for people that have been called to teach the Word of God. The Camporee theme is 

"Chosen."  The Booth theme is "Choosing Back". God chose us We choose Him. We choose to listen to His call and follow 

Jesus.

Southern New England Conference Bikes There will be a BMX track built where riders will experience speed, jumps, ramps, and curves. 

Blacksmithing We will be teaching the hands-on portion of the blacksmithing honor on restored early 1900's Champion coal fired forges. 

Prior to arrival we ask that participants complete the unit study (Still in development) which covers the classroom portion 

of the honor. We will review the unit study, leaving only it only living the worship talk for you to do, in order to finish the 

honor requirements.

During the hands on portion you will make two projects that you will be able to take home. 

Potomac Conference - Pathfinders Block Printing Honor Complete the requirements for the Block Printing honor.

Christian Record Services for the 

Blind/National Camps for Blind 

Children

Braille Honor Learn the history and importance of braille and how it is used by people who are legally blind. This honor is sponsored by 

Christian Record Services for the Blind. Earn the honor and trade pins with us at camporee! Learn more about the ministry 

of Christian Record at www.ChristianRecord.org. 

Hawaii Conference Youth Department Brain and Behavior Come join Dr. Geoff Sewell, an internal medicine physician, as he teaches you about God's wonderful brain and nervous 

system in the Brain and Behavior honor. In this session, you will learn about the  structure and function of the brain, 

brainstem, and spinal cord. And, you will get to test your senses with a series of experiences designed to demonstrate 

God's purpose for our senses, including watching  (and maybe participating in) a lie detector test!

General Conference of SDA Bringing Hope to the Deaf, Blind and Others. SpecialNeeds Ministries of the General Conference is composed of 7 different 

ministries: 

The Deaf, the blind, those challenged physically 

(mobility), mental/emotional, orphans/vulnerable children and 

caregivers. We follow a 3-A Strategic Approach and we use this as our general outline for our teaching in the activity. It is 

(1) Create an Awareness of the People and the Needs, (2) Promote Acceptance, (3) Act with Diversity in Order to Reach All.

Arizona Conference of SDA Cactus Teach the basic Cactus honor through a powerpoint presentation and a live cactus garden. The Pathfinders will have a 1/2 

hour presentation and then be able to visit a live cactus display. Upon completion of a test, the Pathfinder will have earned 

the cactus honor

Daniel Consulting Camping Skills 1-4 All theory for Camping Skills 1-4 will be taught. It has been done this way dating back to the International Camporee in 

Colorado and three times in Oshkosh. 

Camping Skills 1, Camping Skills 2, Camping Skills 3, Camping Skills 4.   

Daniel Consulting Camping Skills 4 Camping Skills 4

Southern New England Cancer Awareness Explains what cancer is and the types of cancer. Creates and awareness of how cancer is affecting our society. Remind 

attendees that through God all things are possible.

Nevada-Utah conference Canoe Building This is the south Pacific honor Canoe Building. In this honor PFs will learn about the art of canoe building. This Honor has 

never been done at at North American Camporee. This may be a once in a life time opportunity for many PFs.    

Nevada Utah Conference Card making Card making is a creative way to share kindness.
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Bermuda Conference Pathfinders CAT HONOR Learning about different types of cats and how they live and act.  Only bring pen or pencil.  Upon completion your paper 

will be stamped to indicate if you have passed and you will be able to purchase the honor at the Advent Source Store in the 

vendor space or from your conference when you get back home.  Cat honor will take place Wednesday to Friday 9am to 

4pm 

Ontario Conference Pathfinder Council CHOSEN (Amazing) RACE This fun event is an adaptation of the Amazing Race reality show. Two races each day from August 14-16, 2019 

(Wednesday to Friday) will be held where pathfinders will be directed to certain check points to find certain items and 

clues as part of a scavenger hunt. During the hunt, participants will be given clues along the way that will guide them to the 

next check point. The first 3 teams to arrive at the final location will receive 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place medals and prizes.

Pacific Union College Climbing Wall Come learn how to climb on our amazing climbing wall.

Columbus Central Crusaders Pathfinder 

Club

Communication This honor is taught using semaphore signaling flags. Each camporee where we have taught this honor, their have been a 

consistent increase in participation from ~ 700 participants in 2009 to ~ 850 participants in 2014.  We are expecting to 

reach 1000 participants in 2019.  The honor takes anywhere from 45 - 60 mins and is very engaging and interactive.

Texico Conference Cooking Without Utensils Using a campfire food is prepared with out using any utensils.  

Creation Study Center and Geoscience 

(a partnership)

Creation Education (Honors: Geology, Rocks and 

Minerals, Fossils and Meteorites

We are bringing educational materials on Creation:  fossils, rocks, various displays, Noah's ark model, dinosaur heads for 

kids to wear and have their pictures taken (against a tropical background), elements, a Hebrew scroll of Genesis, materials 

on Mt. St. Helens, some mineral give-aways, pins for Oshkosh, a laptop showing a video...we will give, for instance, 

meteorite pieces to those who finish the honor. We will bring a case of UV minerals (that light up with UV lights).  We'll 

bring a fur sample collection of Northwest mammals.  There will be many hands-on exhibits, including a "dig for fossils" 

sand box.  This is a partial list!

CYE/ICM, World Mission Department Cross-cultural "mission across the street" training how to be a missionary in your own community

relating to people that are different

how to work with cultural differences

understanding other religions

Andrews University Cross-Cultural Mission Cross-Cultural Mission

a. Contextualization

b. Adapting in a New Environment

c. How to Listen So That You Are Listened

Terry Trecartin Currency from around the World Come learn about currency from all over the world and work on the Currency Honor also if you would like to. There will be 

posters with the Currency Honor questions and answers. There will be displays of different types of coins, bills and types of 

currency collections.

You are free to come learn and see all the different types of currency but to finish the honor at Chosen there are some very 

specific things that you will have to do before you come to Oshkosh.

To get the honor at Oshkosh you will need to have question 8 done on your own. 

8. Do one of the following:

a.       Collect at least five coins or notes from your country that is no longer in circulation.

b.      Collect a date series of coins from your country beginning with your birth year (expensive and rare coins need not be 

included).

Here in the US it is easier and cheaper to do b. Most of the things that are no longer in circulation are in the hands of 

collectors. And we are bringing lots of Pennies so no matter if you are from the US or not, if you would like a "date series of 

Pennies beginning with your birth year" come on over! For example, if you were born in 2010 you would find one Penny 

from that year, P or D does not matter.  And, you need to bring 10 extra coins, so you can trade with people from other 

countries to get your collection of 10 coins or notes from foreign countries.

People coming from outside of the United States can do a or b. Some countries have changed to new currency making it 

easier to do a. It would also be good if you can bring ten more coins to trade with people from other countries also.

Adventist Review Ministries (ARMies) David & Goliath: A Virtual Reality Experience An augmented and virtual reality experience where one can witness the battle between David and Goliath in 3D animation. 

This experience will virtually transport you into the Valley of Elah where the battle took place. The latest in cutting edge 

technology and special effects, using VR googles and augmented reality glasses will be used.

NAD Histornian Ministries Digital Photography Digital Photography AY Honor 
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Dinosaurs Join Rich Aguilera for a dinosaur experience you will never forget. Rich will be teaching the dinosaur honor using 4 exciting-

interactive stations including an intense dinosaur encounter you're eyes won't believe. As you enter you will receive your 

Dinosaur Encounter Passport. Get each page of your passport stamped at each of the 4 stations in order to fulfill the 

requirements of the Dinosaur Honor. It will take 45-50 min to go through the Dinosaur Encounter and a new session starts 

at the top of every hour (except 12pm). Space is limited.  Location: Theater in the Woods.

Southwestern Adventist University Dinosaurs Southwestern Adventist University professors Drs. Jared Wood and Art Chadwick will teach Dinosaurs with a totally new 

dimension - a dinosaur museum on site with actual dinosaur bones you can touch.  You will learn to recognize the different 

dinosaur species, learn how they lived, what they ate, why they laid eggs, why they disappeared from earth and so much 

more.

Bermuda Conference Pathfinders DOG HONOR Learning about wild dogs and thorough breed and the different types of dogs.  Also how they help people.  

Daniel Consulting Dr.Rae Daniel Camping Skill 2

Drawing Standard Drawing Honor. They will learn the basics of drawing and hopefully some will be inspired to continue drawing and 

go on to take the advanced drawing honor.

This honor will be taught by Larry Stephens an artist that lives in Tillamook, Oregon.  He is a very talented Artist, and has 

done many drawings and paintings to help out in church activities, such as V.B.S.  He has done murals that go clear across 

the front of the platform etc.  He also makes a variety of artistic items.

Potomac Conference - Pathfinders Drawing Honor Pathfinders will complete the requirements for the Drawing honor.

Oklahoma Conference Dutch Oven Cooking The Dutch oven cooking honor will demonstrate fire and Dutch oven handling, what types of fuels to use, how to control 

the temperature, and what the advantages are in using a Dutch Oven for cooking.  Hands on cooking with the Dutch ovens.  

Georgia-Cumberland Conference Endangered Animals The honor will focus on where endangered animals live and what caused them to become endangered.  We will learn what 

animals are extinct and list things that are being done to save endangered animals.  The pathfinder will also come up with 

an activity they can do to help wild animals from their own home/club.

RAMS Pathfinder Club of Avon Park 

Florida

Endangered Animals This honor is a self-paced instruction that covers the major points required for the Endangered Species honor.  It requires 

5th grade reading and comprehension skills - or assistance.  Each pathfinder must fill out the worksheet pertaining  to the 

course substance and participate in two group activities.  The first is an Environmental circle, where the pathfinder will 

learn how their habits affect the earth and all the animals thereon and gain some ideas of how they can make a difference; 

the second activity is a 30 min video on an endangered animal.  

 Join us to learn what you can do to help protect God's creation.

RAMS Pathfinder Club of Avon Park ENDANGERED SPECIES This honor is a self-paced instruciton that covers the major points required for the Endangered Species honor. Honor 

completion requiresparticipation in one group activity and watching a video.  Join us to learn what  you cando to help 

protect Gods creation.

Southern Adventist Univeristy Escape Room With a limited amount of time to complete it, this Biblically themed Escape Game is sure to be a fun challenge.   This 

activity may require some "out of the box" thinking as your group solves a series of puzzles using clues, hints, and strategy. 

 

North Houston Bay Area Extreme Hoop Hop Showdown You start of with a group of participants at two different starting points, each participant will be carrying a flag/bandana. 

Two participants from each group go through a complicated course and as they meet face to face they compete using 

paper-rock-scissors, whoever losses surrenders there flag/bandana and is out. At the end which ever group has the most 

flags/bandanas wins. It is a high energy, fast paced activity and many kids can participate in a short period of time.

North American Division of SDA Family Ministries Heritage Award Patch This is an award that may be earned in honor of the 100 years of Family Ministries in the Seventh-day Adventist Church. 

This heritage patch has been designed to celebrate this centennial year and will only be available in 2019.

This will be a one hour class. All who complete the requirements will walk away with a specially designed centennial pin to 

trade and will be given a certificate of completion for the class so that their pathfinder director may order the heritage 

award patch.
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Family Ministries Family Worship Tool This will be a 10‑15 minute group sessions where participants will experience an innovative/creative live family worship 

session using the Family Worship Spinner. (FWS)

After each session, we will give away ONLY to Adults a Family Worship Spinner Board (while supplies last).  To Pathfinders 

that are without adults we will give a voucher to give to their directors and their directors can come and claim it for them 

at our booth or at the Texas Conference campsite. When we run out of FWS we will continue to give a voucher per 

household so people can order a free copy online (just pay for shipping)

REQUEST: We have been in conversation with Claudio Consuegra (NAD Family Ministries Director) Since this is part of the 

100 year celebration of Family Ministries, we would like to have our booths next to each other or close to each other as 

much as possible. 

Texico Conference Fire Without Matches Learning different ways to make fires without using matches. 

NAD Histornian Ministries Flag Honor AY honor Reg.

Umatilla Pathfinder club Flags Booth with Flags, crossword puzzles, models to demo flag display, placement.Small  pole with retrivable colors. Folding and 

caring for Flags practice station. Final quiz. Walls with different flags display. 

Southwestern Adventist University Floor Ball A new honor teaching the skills necessary to play floor ball. Floorball has been around for a while but has recently gained 

popularity with league play. Skills involve passing and receiving, shooting and dribbling. Earning the honor requires 

knowledge of floor ball terms and skills as well as playing 5 games with a full team. Learn this new skill from a player from 

one of the best teams in Texas! 

Florida Conference of SDA Florida State Study Honor The Florida State Study Honor is an honor that allows you to learn about all fifty states of the United States of America.  

How much information do you know about your state or any other state in the country. Come visit and explore the State 

Study Honor Tent and explore a world of information.  Pathfinders will complete this honor by learning about only one 

state.  Additional states can be done as well.  Pathfinders do not have to sign up for this honor ... just come on in and work 

at your won pace to complete the state of your choice.  

Andrews University Department of 

Sustainable Agriculture

Flower Culture Pathfinders will be able to complete almost all the requirements of the Flower Culture honor at the Camporee.

Indiana Academy Foreign Mission Trips Do you enjoy traveling and telling others about Jesus? Start your Foreign Mission Trips honor at Oshkosh! This selfguided 

walk-through experience will teach you the motivation for missions, what documentation is required, what to pack, safety 

issues associated with foreign travel, and specific ways you can serve on a mission trip. You'll even learn a few phrases in a 

new language! Completion of this honor requires participation in a foreign mission trip and  a post-trip presentation to 

your club, church, or similar group. 

Southwestern Adventist University Fossils Southwestern Adventist University professors Drs. Jared Wood and Art Chadwick will teach Fossils with a totally new 

dimension - a dinosaur museum on site with actual bones and skeletons you can touch.  You will learn about the process of 

proper removal of delicate specimens and how to prepare them for display in a museum.  Know the origin of coal, 

petroleum, fossils and limestone.  Discuss the different thinking of evolutionists and creationists as to why there are fossils. 

Why there are frozen animals in the Arctic and so much more.

Gene Cordova - Ventriloquist GENE CORDOVA Ventriloquist Show Gene will be performing 4-30 minute Ventriloquist programs daily.  The programs are funny, inspirational and share the 

gospel in a unique and powerful way.  Gene also includes a time of teaching how to use puppets in ministry. He covers 

puppetry basics and encourages campers to use their unique gifts to share the Good News.   

Milo Adventist Academy Geocaching Visit the Milo Adventist Academy booth where you can learn, earn, and participate in the Geocaching honor. Milo will have 

current, state-of-the-art GPS devices available for all Pathfinders and actual geocache locations setup throughout the 

camporee exclusively for this year's Oshkosh camporee. Pathfinders will be able to complete the entire honor here. 

Ontario Conference Geology Complete Geology honour using learning Centres. Skill level 1

Allegheny East Conference Pathfinder 

Club Association

Gift Wrapping Show how to wrap a gift with different grades of paper, wrap a gift in different sizes, make a bow, pack a gift, give the 

wrapped gift to a family member, church member, or someone in the community.  In this case we can wrap gifts and give 

them to the community in Oshkosh..

Potomac Conference - Pathfinders Glass Etching Complete the requirements for the Glass Etching honor.
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Ellen G. White Estate God's Messenger Honor/ Ellen G. White Estate this honor will concentrate on the Gift of Prophecy. It consists of 4 parts: a brief history of the life and times of Ellen White, 

the biblical basis for and tests of a prophet as well as the relationship between the Bible and Ellen White's writings with 

special emphasis on relevance. 

The delivery style is interactive. 

Northern California Conference Gold Prospecting honor The gold prospecting honor describes the history and types of methods used to extract gold from the ground.  There will 

be hands on learning experience with real gold.

Wisconsin Academy Gregory Edge Taste real Wisconsin Maple Syrup while earning the Maple Sugar Honor at the Wisconsin Academy booth. Sweet!

Georgia-Cumberland Conference Handheld Maze Four members of a six member team will be blind folded and 2 members will tell them which corner to raise/low to pass 

the ball trough the maze to the finish

Potomac Conference - Pathfinders Hatchet and Knife Throwing Learn the skill of hatchet or knife throwing.  In an era when there was no TV, no computers or tablets.  Young people found 

ways to use skills they needed to survive for entertainment.  This was a skill learned at a young age by our pioneers.  It 

encouraged the skills of strength and precision, as well as giving young people especially young men something to focus 

their energy on to master the skill of sharpening and throwing their knives and hatchets.

Potomac Conference - Pathfinders Herbs Honor Complete the requirements for the Herbs honor.

NAD Histornian Ministries Historian Ministry Historian Ministry is a way to save memorabilia and stories that tell the history of Youth Ministry in your conference, club, 

union or division

Union College Home Nuring Come earn the Home Nursing honor while learning real skills to care for sick family and friends. This class will be taught by 

Union College nurses and will teach participants to care for newborns, give medication, feed helpless patients, use hot and 

cold treatments, and many other skills to aid in healing.

Youth Ministries of Hong Kong-Macau 

Conference of Seventh-day Adventist

Hong Kong Nunchaku Teaching Nunchaku is a famous representative of Bruce Lee. He is a popular person in the world. The purpose of the "Hong Kong 

Nunchaku Teaching" course is to share the culture of Hong Kong through Hong Kong Nunchaku. We will introduce Bruce 

Lee, Nunchaku, and their spirit. We will also teach some basic skill of Nunchaku as a sport and performance.

Potomac Conference - Pathfinders Human Foosball Come play a human sized version of the classic table game!  Each "table" involves two teams competing to score the 

required number of goals first.  At the same time they will be working to keep the opposing team from scoring.

Hydroponics and Aquaponics (Honor Pilot) Learn about growing plants without soil! In this honor, we will cover the basics of growing produce using the modern 

agriculture techniques of hydroponics and aquaponics. You will learn about how they work, pros and cons of each, and will 

build your own hydroponic system!

Matt and Amy Ellis Journey  through Creation This will be a walk through display in which the Pathfinders are able to learn more about each day of creation. The display 

will have hands on activities and interactive areas. There will also be videos playing in areas from different creation groups 

giving information on biblical creation. There will be someone staffing the display who will be knowledgeable about 

creation and will be able to answers question and give information. There will also be an area for information that is 

available for people to learn more about creation ministries in their area. I already have and will be receiving more 

brochures and other information that can be given out to those interested. 

South Central Conference Judges learning about 12 of the judges of Israel.

Michigan Conference of SDA Kites They will be able to make two kites that they can take with them as well as taking the test for the honor.  We will have all 

the material that you will need to make the kites.  There will be some art supply that you can use to decorate the kite.

Southeastern Conference. Florida Knots Knots Honor

Oklahoma Conference Korean culture selfies This activity is a opportunity to have a Korean cultural experiance by dressing up in traditional Koran costumes. There will 

be a variety of costumes from modern to traditional dress for male and female. 

Once dressed up the pathfinders will have a opportunity to take a selfie. 

Oklahoma Conference Korean face mask This activity is a hands on craft.  This craft will be molding and designing colorful syenthetic sand on a authentic Korean 

face mask.

Nevada-Utah conference Lashing Honor This is the new lashing honor. Mr Vernon is the one who rout the honor. This honor is all about learning to do lashing. 

Which is the skill of making things out of wood and rope.  
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Ethan Temple SDA Church - Dayton 

Eagle Pathfinders

Laundering Will have a booth with a few stations of basic displays/props that will teach the participants laundering. Will have labels 

and props similar to what they would use to wash clothing items. Basic laundering safety will be taught. We will describe 

how to separate items in laundry, perform stain removal, and folding. Will also discuss the various products used to clean 

NAD Leadership Training Seminar portions of Pathfinder Basic Staff Training and the Master Guide Curriculum.

Fitz Family Juggling Learn to Juggle Participants will learn basic history and theory of jugging, and how to figure out basic juggling patterns with siteswap 

notation. They will learn "hands on" juggling with scarves beginning with basic cascade juggling and including basic tricks 

and up to four scarves. There will be a skills and knowledge test at the end, with completion at the class, or at home with 

an adult leader. 20 maximum per session.

Minnesota Conference of SDA Leathercraft Honor Each participant should be able to complete the Leathercraft honor while at the Camporee.

South central conference Leathercrafting honor This  Will include all required leather crafting activities including cutting of leather dying of leather open chain and basic 

leather craft sewing requirements 

Leathercrafting and advanced leathercrafting

Texas Conference LEGO Design In this honor, you will learn how to design and build projects using LEGO bricks as well as how to tell stories using your 

projects.

Oregon Conference Letterboxing Letterboxing is an exciting and fun activity that helps you explore your world! Discover nature and urban areas while while 

searching for hidden rubber stamps. At our booth you will learn all about the ins and outs of Letterboxing. You will also 

learn how to and carve your own rubber stamp to take with you. Clues will be provided for Pathfinders to find several 

Letterboxes located throughout the Camporee site. A special Chosen stamp will be available. Pathfinders can also 

exchange their Letterboxing stamp imprints with other Pathfinders. This will

be an excellent opportunity to meet Pathfinders from other places.

Georgia-Cumberland Conference Lighthouse Do you have a fascination with Lighthouses? This Level 1 honor will introduce the Pathfinders to the purpose and history of 

Lighthouses. Study the technical side of how lighthouses worked in the past as

well as currently. We will also study how groups are restoring these historical sites.  Please be prepared to recite a Bible 

verse pertaining to light.

Lake Union Conference Lighthouse The Lake Union honor on Lighthouses will teach when and where lighthouses were first built, how they function, and their 

relevance today. Pathfinders will see and learn of famous ancient lighthouses, Fresnel lenses, explore uses of foghorns. 

Pathfinders who take this honor will be awed in discovering the area of the world with the largest 

Northern California Conference Lighthouse Understand the function and importance of lighthouse.

Andrews University Department of 

Sustainable Agriculture

Livestock Livestock

Locks of Love Locks of Love concentration of lighthouses, and will make connections between a physical lighthouses past and present, God's Word and 

His desire for His people. 

Arkansas Louisiana Pathfinders Louisiana Purchase Honor Covers the Historical time in the US / Louisiana Territory when it was obtained by the US Government, and the people 

involved.   IT is a "self-taught" honor.

Southern Union Mammals Question/answer, images of species of mammals. Electronical exponents, craft, stages of mammals cycle.etc

Margaret Tay Maori Lore honour This honour is about the native people of New Zealand,  It will cover some of their customs, language, craft and activities. 

Come along and learn to greet others in Maori and  participate in a hongi greeting ( pressing of noses together) Pathfinders 

will watch a DVD, complete a worksheet and participate in activities such as weaving, and twirling poi.

Wisconsin Academy Maple Syrup SWEET! Get a taste of the North Woods as you complete the Maple Sugar honor at the Wisconsin Academy booth in 

Hanger C. 

Andrews University Metal Craft Demonstrate the ability to properly and safely use tools to create a simple dust pan and create an impression on aluminum 

foils for subsequent antiquing or framing.  

Onsite Activities Team Mud Run Up for a challenge of climbing, jumping, crawling, and much more.  Come try your skill and endurance behind hanger B 

where a professionally put together mud run awaits.

North American Division Native 

Ministries

Native American Lore Native American Lore honor requirements.  Native Village with Representatives from three different areas providing 

information and crafts addressing each requirement for the honor
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A.R.M.Y (Arm of Rightly Trained 

Missionary Youth)    

Nutrition The Nutrition Honor,Household Art,Homemaker Master Award. 

A mini Health Expo about Nutrition. This would include interactive displays about the following: Nutrition: Eden 2 Eternity. 

The Orignal Food Pyramid? Nutrients...ATTENTION!!!` What type of eater are you?

The Juice of Champions...what is it? Diseases controlled by diet. How to make your own milk. What food is like good 

religion?

NCC Obstacle Course Race through a maze, climb a wall, and slide down in an attempt to be the fastest pathfinder in Oshkosh.

Sebastopol Coastal Ranger pathfinder 

club

Orienteering Orienteering - is one of the recreational honor that will enhance the skill of every pathfinder in land navigation. Map 

reading, compass reading and knowing different kinds of trail signs.

Orienteering is a sport that need skill in map reading and compass reading passing from one control point to another. In 

addition according to Wikipedia that "Orienteering is a group of sports that requires navigational skills using a map and 

compass to navigate from point to point in diverse and usually unfamiliar terrain whilst moving at speed. Participants are 

given a topographical map, usually a specially prepared orienteering map, which they use to find control points. 

In this Honor, participants will attend a lecture about the honor, answer the workbook. Then the last activity will the actual 

Orienteering within the campsite with short course using the topographic map of the campsite and compass.they will be 

given Orienteering passport per unit/group of not more than 10 members.

Burman Univeristy Outdoor Large Canoe

Parkwood Pacers    Modesto, CA Paper Quilling  Learn how to roll and shape paper into forms to create greeting cards and make pictures or ornaments. Learn history of 

paper filligree which decorated books and lamp shades centuries ago. 

Keene Fort Worth Pathfinder Area Paper Quilling Paper Quilling

Quilling or paper filigree is an art form that involves the use of strips of paper that are rolled, shaped, and glued together 

to create decorative designs. The art of quilling has been around for centuries. Quilling can be found in art galleries in 

Europe and in the United states and is practiced around the world. This art form can be used to decorate greeting cards, 

scrapbook pages and intricate pieces of art.

Potomac Conference - Pathfinders Paper Quilling Honor Complete the requirements for the Paper Quilling honor.

Valley Coastal Bend Pathfinders Para cord survival cord bracelet We will teach pathfinders to ensemble paracord bracelet. The survival cord can be used for emergencies and can withhold 

500 lbs. Braclet can easily be taken apart and used as rope to tie knots. We will allow pathfinder to personalize there 

bracelets. 

South Central Conference Peace Maker Peace Maker Honor

provides guidelines for developing  conflict resolution skills.

Dallas East Texas South Area Perler Beads Craft Parker bead craft. Pathfinders get to create different pieces using Parker beads.

Idaho Conference Pathfinders Pewter Casting Each participant will cast their own commemorative medallion in Pewter after completing the pre-casting requirements.  

The Medallion is only for those attending the Oshkosh Camporee, it will not be available afterward.

South central Conference SDA Physical Fitness Physical Fitness- Teaching the benefits of being physically fit.

Gianina Platon Physical Fitness Teaching the benefits of being physically fit

Andrews University Physics Do a "Talk Like a Physicist" interactive drill; memorable hands-on demos with inertial dishes, balloon propulsion, water 

bottle freefall, and nail-pulling levers; and awesome E=mc2 stuff,

Loma Linda Pickleball Club Pickleball Come check out one of the newest honors approved by the NAD--pickleball!  It was invented in 1965 by two dads for their 

kids who were bored that summer. Now it's enjoyed by people of all ages all over the world!

People who play pickleball for the first time say it feels like playing ping pong on a miniature court. It's a mixture of tennis, 

ping pong, and badminton, played with a small paddle and plastic ball. Most people who try it can learn how to play the 

game within an hour--it's very easy to pick up! People of all ages and ability can learn to play pickleball.

Come experience why pickleball is the fastest growing sport in the USA and be one of the first to earn this honor! Then 

bring it back home, start playing at your church or school, and invite your community to come try this new sport out and 

build friendships in the process. 

Allegheny West Conference Pin Trading Teaching the children the art of Pin Trading 
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South central Conference SDA Pin Trading , Africa Lore Teaching on how to to trade pins

Africa living,Customs and Tradition

Georgia-Cumberland Conference Pin Trading Honor Participants will be working on the Pin Trading Honor

S&W Crafts, Mfg. Pinewood Derby - CANCELED The Pinewood Derby Honor has two parts. First you must design, cut, sand smooth and decorate your Racer. Then you 

assembly your Racer and add weight to a maximum of 5 .oz. When you have finished your Racer, you will participate in the 

official, 2019 Camporee  Pinewood Derby. Your Racer will go down a high speed race track. Each Racer will be timed. The 

fastest Racers will be the Champions.  

Chesapeake Conference pinewood racer pinewood racing

Stonehill Seventh-day Adventist Church Plastic Canvas Plastic Canvas is a component of the Arts & Crafts honors. It involves using lightweight plastic material with a grid of holes 

that can be used for embroidery or needlepoint. It is a diverse form of needlecraft which allows you to create two-

dimensional objects such as coasters, door hangers, wall hangings, and three-dimensional objects such as tissue box 

covers, miniature houses and trinket boxes. The honor requires the participants to use yarn, scissors and a needle to 

complete a project.

Great Lakes Adventist Academy Plinko Prizes will be awarded

Poetry and Songwriting (Honor Pilot) Let's get writing! In this honor, we will cover many principles of the art of poetry, then use these principles in relation to 

songwriting. You will learn about rhyming patterns, common musical arrangements, and then will write your own poem or 

song! Meanwhile, you will be helping to pilot a new Pathfinder honor!

Daniel Consulting Rael Daniel Camping Skills 3

ASAP Ministries Refugee Assistance Honor We will cover the points in the Refugee Assistance honor using stories, PowerPoint presentations, pictures, and video. 

Most importantly, we will use an interactive model of learning.

ASAP Ministries Refugee Assistance Honor (Taught in Spanish) We will cover the points in the Refugee Assistance honor using stories, PowerPoint presentations, pictures, and video. 

Most importantly, we will use an interactive model of learning. 

Arkansas Louisiana Pathfinders Remember the Sabbath, Guess What ? Honors is about Sabbath Persecution of Sabbath Keepers in Arkansas during the 1880s

Southwestern Adventist University Reptiles Southwestern Adventist University professor Dr. Jared Wood will teach Reptiles.  You will learn all the characteristics that 

classify an animal as a reptile. Discover reptiles that live around you and even the poisonous ones.  Learn what to do if you 

are bitten by a snake - poisonous or not. Be able to tell the life history of a lizard, snake and turtle.  Compare life history 

and the variation of eyes, ears, teeth, heart, lungs, tails, and scales for lizards, snakes, turtles, and crocodiles. AND tell TWO 

stories about a reptile in the Bible.

Southwestern Adventist University Reptiles Advanced Southwestern Adventist University professor Dr. Jared Wood will teach Reptiles Advanced. You need to have already 

earned the Reptile honor.  You will learn why almost all humans fear reptiles and learn some folk tales about the gator that 

was 30 feet long or how a rabbit crossed a river on an alligators back.   How do reptiles protect themselves?  Could it be 

some of the poisons they have and how they affect their enemy?   And you will learn about the study of reptiles - what it is 

called and why it is so important to us.

Tempe Seventh-day Adventist Church Reformation Expo Reformation Station takes you back to medieval times where the faith and courage of God's chosen faced superstition, 

barbarism, and the most powerful institution on earth.  Meet Jan Huss, William Tyndale, Martin Luther, the crusader King 

Richard the Lion Heart and his queen-all in a visually stimulating booth of medieval replicas including Luther's 95 theses on 

a life-size castle door, an oversized Gutenberg Bible model, a real medieval stock, royal thrones, featuring a 9' tall by 18' 

wide graphic mural of the Reformation, and much more.  Souvenirs available, supplies limited.

Chuck Collatz Sanctuary Experience Half Scale Sanctuary

Messiah's Mansion Sanctuary Honor Messiah's Mansion is offering a customized tour of the life-sized sanctuary to teach the Sanctuary Honor. You will be able 

to complete the Sanctuary Honor in the 1-hour tour which includes a quiz to label the furniture, a discussion of the High 

Priest and the Heavenly Sanctuary and memorization of supporting bible text. Information for starting the Advanced 

Sanctuary Honor will also be available. (Completion of Advanced Honor will not be offered at this time) 

Science Zone Corp Science Demonstrations with Ben Roy Come see Ben Roy of Kid's Time TV, perform amazing science experiments and demonstrations at the Camporee! Come 

enjoy seeing exciting science demonstrations that point to our Creator Jesus Christ. You may be chosen to assist with some 

exciting demonstrations it could be a shocking experience!   

Central Texas North Seeds To understand how the seeds germination works, soil and best season to plant
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North American Division Adventist 

Community Services

Serving Communities Honor Skill Level 1 - This honor is related to the Investiture Achievement requirements for the RANGER Serving others and 

RANGER Making Friends.  The Community Services Honor is a great way for you to get started in community outreach if 

you are interested in helping individuals in need and participating in outreach ministry.

Hawaii Conference Youth Department Shark Honor This honor will cover all of the requirements which are needed to receive the shark honor. This class will be taught by 

engaging instructors who are from Hawaii! Chances are they may have even swam with sharks in the ocean a time or two!  

Washington Conference Pathfinder 

Department

Shark Honor I will be teaching the NAD Shark honor.

Soccer Croquet Will have three seperate courses set up for soccer croquet.  The pathfinders will dribble the soccer ball through 9 wickets.  

It is a timed event.

We will have a three different levels set up:

Beginners, Advanced and team.

Allegheny East Conference Pathfinder 

Ministry

Social Media Social media is increasingly transforming the way we live, interact and do business/ministry. Users can now create and 

share content (photos, events, information etc.) quickly, efficiently and in real-time. The Social honor will give pathfinders 

an opportunity to learn the types and uses of social media, and how the platform could be leveraged by your club to 

promote the Pathfinder ministry.

Immanuel Spanish SDA Church Softball, Soccer, Basketball Teaching the honors of Baseball, Soccer and Basketball outdoor. In addition to organizing a tournament among the clubs 

registered. We can offer a trophy for the fist place. 

Florida Conference of SDA Space Exploration Honor The Space Exploration Honor is an honor designed to answer questions that Pathfinders who have a passion or special 

interest in Sciences and Space.  Florida is a unique state because of the Space Program located at the Kennedy Space 

Center in Titusville, FL.  Do you want to know about 6 different space programs or what the name of the first monkey that 

flew on a mission was or the name of the first man to walk on the moon?  Stop under the Space Exploration Honor tent so 

that you can find out.  The sky is the limit.

South Houston Bay Area Pathfinders Spaceflight Exploration Honor While earning this honor, Pathfinders will learn about the history and future of human space exploration.  Topics include 

past NASA missions (such as Gemini, Apollo, and the Space Shuttle), the current International Space Station, information 

on NASA's upcoming exploration programs, and the people who made them happen!

Minnesota Conference Stars Curious about eclipses, constellations, and planets? Explore the majesty and science of the galaxy God created in this flow-

through interactive exhibit. 

Georgia Cumberland Conference Stars We will be presenting the star honor as prescribed by the General conference.  This will be an interactive presentation with 

colored pictures and animation. Part of the honor deals specifically with constellations and fixed stars. These have a 

spiritual application that is often missed, but of great importance in these end times. They help to clarify the Great 

Controversy. The pathfinders will be completing answer sheets that will be graded and signed as having completed the star 

honor.

North American Division Stewardship 

Ministries

Stewardship The North American Division Stewardship Honors Booth will offer an interactive time for Pathfinders to begin working on 

their Stewardship honors. They can then complete the remainder of the honor with their local Pathfinder leader(s). The 

booth will include a six-minute video based on a chapter of the book for teens titled Smoky Mountain Rescue, learning 

activities, and the receipt of a special Osh Kosh stewardship pin.

Storytellng Honor The storytelling honor requires the participant to tell true stories of different kinds: bible, church history, mission, animal, 

etc. The participants will be making use of the 4 booths for the honor (I can send you an attachment with more 

information) Booth one is a classroom where the theory of true storytelling is taught; booth 2 is where the students can 

tell stories before a live audience of fellow students and judges (staff); Booth 3 is a recourse room where students can 

select books to purchase to use for storytelling and a table where they can prepare to tell stories; booth 4 is the video 

room where they can watch a video production of an allegorical story of the Great Controversy acted out by Pathfinders.  

After the requirements of the honor are fulfilled they will be granted the honor and can become master guides. 

Ohio Conference The Country Study The Country Study award is an honor type activity that focuses on learning about other countries.  Pathfinders will learn 

about church structure, education, pathfinders, economy, holidays, foods, challenges etc. of each country.  8 countries are 

studied.  There is a patch available for participating and for each country completed there is a pin.  When activity is 

complete the set of 1 patch and 8 pins can be purchased for $5.
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Orion Perris Spanish SDA The Gospel in Sanctuary Symbols - Honor This honor will need a booth with a table and chairs; a wall screen to project PowerPoint slides with own equipment; a 

miniature maquette built by me of the Israelite or Biblical Santuary.  The participants will listen to a description of how the 

Sanctuary ceremonies were in the times of the Israelites and then participate as they would an Israelite participating in the 

ceremony using a stuffed lamb provided by me.  I will wear both a common priest's garment and the high-priest garment 

during the presentation

Potomac Conference - Pathfinders Tie-Dye Honor Complete the requirements for the Tie-Dye honor.

Oklahoma Conference Tornadoes This booth demonstrates the demographics of tornadoes, how they evolve and what to do in case of a tornado.  Special 

attention to a safe evacuation plan for the family.  

BAYDA and Lake Region Conference Tuskegee Airmen This is a new honor.  The honor highlights the contributions provided by the Tuskegee Airmen and their sacrifices to service 

the country.  The honor will be taught using both audio/visual methods, posters, and direct instruction.

KY-TN  Conference Unicycle Everyone will be able to see the Unicycles in the parade.

Georgia-Cumberland Conference Virtual Scavenger Hunt This activity is a virtual scavenger hunt where pathfinders will use their cellphones to log items that they find from the list

South central Conference SDA Visual Media Critique Teaching the pathfinders the various types of visual media, critique visual media, and identify visual media that can be 

used to spread the Gospel.

Central Texas - South Waterfalls The waterfall honor will cover the honor requirements as per NAD specifications.

Grand Rapids Adventist Academy Waterfalls God blessed the state of Michigan with the beauty of waterfalls. Grand Rapids Adventist Academy is excited to share this 

natural wonder with the CHOSEN Pathfinders. Join us as we lead you on an expedition to learn about the different types of 

waterfalls and where they can be found in Michigan and around the world. You will create your own explorer ' s guide 

containing interesting facts, maps, and puzzles 

NCC Waterslide Activity Come cool off with our mega sized waterslide
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